SCI model gives a good and natural description of DDIS cross-sections. Howevere, this model is pure phenomenological, and does not explain the nature of soft color rearrangment. In this paper we argue, that the most capabilities of SCI model can be derived from low constituent model and overview applicability of low constituent model to DDIS processes.
Soft colour interaction (SCI) model [1] naturally explains how rapidity gaps are formed in ep collisions. Pomeron model is based on another, more phenomenological, approaches. Moreover, one needs additional contractions (survival gap probability factor) to fit CDF data at pomeron model.
The ratio of diffractive to non-diffractive events was extracted from SCI model and shows a good agreement with data. More complex observables can not be described without more rigourus theory.
One can see, that SCI model is simplified approximation of LCM threestage model of hadron interaction at the high energies.
On the first stage before the collision there is a small number of partons in hadrons. Their number, basically, coincides with number of valent quarks and slow increases with the rise of energy due to the appearance of the bremsstrahlung gluons.
On the second stage the hadrons interaction is carried out by gluon exchange between the valent quarks and the initial (bremsstrahlung) gluons and the hadrons gain the colour charge. This gluon exchange is time-short Coulomb-like. This soft gluon is the origin of SCI process, but modern generalized area low (GAL) version of SCI is not compatible with this description. Main difference is that SCI model characterize describe soft process simply by probability of soft rescattering, while we argue that soft recattering is one-gluon exchange with modified propagator.
On the third stage after the interaction the colour hadrons fly away and when the distance between them becomes more than the confinement radius rc, the lines of the colour electric field gather into the tube of the radius rc. This tube breaks out into the secondary hadrons. Because the process of the secondary hadrons production from colour tube goes with the probability 1, module squared of the inelastic amplitudes corresponds to the elastic amplitude with the different parton numbers.
This processes are schematically drawn on the left side of Fig.1 . One-to-one interconnection between LCM and SCI models makes SCI model more predictive, so we can try to describe dependencies of ratio of diffractive to non-diffractive events on both Bjorken and Feynman variables. Results are shown in Fig.2 , to be compared with experimental data, which are shown in Fig.3 , taken from [2] . 
